
 

 
 

January 2023 
 

Dear Parent/Guardian 
 
Year 8 Tracking 2 

 
The second tracking of the year has now been issued to students. This includes a written 

report detailing strengths and areas to improve for each subject and the normal tracking. 
Students have also received their tracking stickers.  
 

The tracking shows the current grade, Attitude to Learning, Behaviour for Learning and 
Homework descriptor. The ASPIRE grade is the grade your son/daughter is currently working 

at.  The progress descriptor explains whether your child is making progress based on their 
individual targets generated from their starting points from the end KS2. Please see the 
next page for the projected flight path towards GCSE.  

  
The Attitude to Learning, Behaviour for Learning and Homework ladders are shown on the 

reverse of this letter and are in student planners. We would be grateful if you could have a 
conversation with your son/daughter as to where they are on the learning ladder. This will 
help identify areas which may need improving in order to enhance the quality of student 

learning and also accelerate progress.  
 

Finally, we would be grateful if you could please check your child’s tracking in their 
homework planner and sign the bottom of the tracking sheet.   

 
If there are any issues which you wish to discuss regarding particular subject tracking, 
please do not hesitate to contact the subject teacher in the first instance.  

 
As usual, tracking has been uploaded into the reports area of the MCAS portal for you to 

view. If you have forgotten your password you should select the “Forgotten Login Details?” 
option on the MCAS website, the system will then guide you through the process to reset 
your login details.  

 
Yours faithfully 

 

S. Bloomfield                       
 
Mrs S Bloomfield 

Associate Assistant Headteacher               
Curriculum, Planning and Performance 
  



 

 
 

 
 
Expected Flight path for Year 9 towards GCSE grades 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 


